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Abstract
Polycystic ovary syndrome (PCOS), also recognized as the Stein-Leventhal syndrome, is one of the most
widespread endocrinopathies between women of reproductive age. Hyperinsulinemia in mixture with pancreatic beta
cell dysfunction consequences in an increased risk of numerous illnesses, counting type 2 diabetes, hypertension,
dyslipidemia, endothelial dysfunction, atherosclerosis and cardiovascular diseases. Insulin also stimulates the theca
cells of the ovary to create excessive testosterone, which is accountable for the clinical symptoms of
hyperandrogenism
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Introduction
Polycystic ovary syndrome (PCOS), also recognized as
the Stein-Leventhal syndrome, is one of the most
widespread endocrinopathies between women of
reproductive age. It is estimated that it influences 3–
15% of all women. An abnormality in the ovaries is the
primary source of the disorder, but extra agents, such
as obesity and environmental factors, affect the
progress of individual symptoms [1]. The Rotterdam
criterion (2003) are the most extensively used and
relevant criteria for the diagnosis of PCOS. The
disarray is diagnosed if 2 of the 3 specified conditions
are met: (1) .hyperandrogenism (identified by clinical
and/or
biochemical
testing)
(2)
ovulation
abnormalities, and/or (3) 12 or more cysts on one ovary
and/or ovarian volume > 10 mL. There are also 2 other
descriptions of the syndrome in addition to the
Rotterdam criteria. Along with the criteria proposed by
the National Institutes of Health [NIH, 2009], a
diagnosis of PCOS involves recognition of clinical or
biochemical hyperandrogenism and chronic ovulation
disorders.
_____________________
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The Androgen Excess Society [2006], conversely,
cures hyperandrogenism as the basic PCOS disorder
and the prerequisite for a diagnosis, in mixture with
one of the 2 remaining Rotterdam criteria [2]. In all
these cases, PCOS can be nvestigated after Cushing’s
syndrome, congenital adrenal hyperplasia and/or
androgen-secreting tumors have been ruled out.Based
on the Rotterdam criterion, 4 phenotypes of PCOS can
be differentiated: 1 classic: hyperandrogenism (H),
ovulation disorders (O) and a polycystic ovary [P]
noticed by USG [HOP]; 2 with hyperandrogenism and
ovulation disorders, but with a normal ovarian USG
image [HO]; 3 with hyperandrogenism and a polycystic
ovary USG image, but without ovulation disorders
[HP]; 4 with ovulation disorders and a polycystic ovary
USG image, but without proof of hyperandrogenism
[1-3] .
In spite of these seemingly obvious criteria, the
etiology of PCOS remains unidentified, and accurate
treatment procedures have not been recognized. PCOS
therefore persists to be the object of research and
scientific inquiry.
An imperfection of the ovarian cells (most likely theca
cells) is the fundamental reason of PCOS, resulting in
extreme androgen synthesis and the clinical and
biochemical symptoms of the illness [1, 2]. In the
previous study, reference is made to the contribution of
genetic factors, counting ethnicity; there is a higher
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occurrence of PCOS in Spanish, native American and
Mexican women [4].
In their unique explanation of the syndrome, Stein and
Leventhal highlighted that a high ratio of luteinizing
hormone (LH) to follicle-stimulating hormone (FSH) is
one of the basic disorders. It has also been suggested
that the original causes of PCOS include increased
frequency of gonadotropin-releasing hormone (GnRH)
pulses that stimulate the theca cells to produce
androgen; reduced levels of FSH (and thus a defect in
the late luteal and early follicular phases); insulin
resistance via a post-receptor imperfection in the fat
tissue and skeletal muscles (abnormal phosphorylation
of tyrosine kinase); pancreatic beta-cell dysfunction;
and obesity [1, 3].

Hyperinsulinemia in mixture with pancreatic beta cell
dysfunction consequences in an increased risk of
numerous illnesses, counting type 2 diabetes,
hypertension, dyslipidemia, endothelial dysfunction,
atherosclerosis and cardiovascular diseases. Insulin
also stimulates the theca cells of the ovary to create
excessive testosterone, which is accountable for the
clinical symptoms of hyperandrogenism (acne,
hirsutism, alopecia) [8].
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